Featured Program - Joshua Tree Rock Climbing
Just a few hours outside of San Diego lies Joshua Tree National Park, a very unique place that has been
shaped by strong winds, torrents of rain, and climatic extremes. It is a landscape like no other found in this
country and dominated by the very interesting Joshua Trees and rugged mountains of twisted rocks.
New to TST this year we are offering single and multi day programs to the park allowing us to take advantage
of the amazing rock climbing, hiking and camping that it provides.

About This Adventure
•
•
•
•

Location - Joshua Tree National Park, CA Map
Trip Duration - 1 day, 2 day, and 3 day programs
Activities - Rock climbing, rappelling, hiking, camping
Best Time to Explore - February - May and September - November

Any group of 4 or more can schedule a private departure on any date available.

To learn more about our Joshua Tree and rock climbing experiences please visit our
webpage Joshua Tree, call 858-356-9411 or email us info@thesouthernterrain.com today.

Upcoming Adventures - San Diego Adventure Hikes
We had a great spring of adventure training hikes led by Maggie Paola and such a great turn out that we are
going to have a Fall edition starting in August. In addition to the monthly hikes we are going to begin doing a 1
hour training session during the week at Torrey Pines once a month to give everyone more opportunities to
take advantage of training in the beautiful area we call home.
The hikes that we will be doing this Fall will be Fortuna Mountain, Elfin Forest, Mt. Woodson, Iron Mountain,
and San Jacinto Mountain. To become a part of this experience contact us today 858-356-9411 or
info@thesouthernterrain.com.
August Hikes:
Location: Torrey Pines Traning
Date:
8/16 5 pm - 6 pm
Cost:
$10
Location: Fortuna Mountain
Date:
8/26 8 am
Cost:
$15
For more info on our training programs look at our webpage Training

Next Month - Grand Canyon Backpacking
One of our favorite destinations that we have offered from the beginning is the great Southwest and The Grand
Canyon. Look for more information in next month's newsletter.

Sincerely,
The Southern Terrain

